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1                         P R O C E E D I N G S

2                                     

3 (11.00 am)

4       CHAIRMAN:  I think we are now all present.  So Mr Sallon,

5            I think you are going to call a witness?

6       MR SALLON:  Indeed.  I am going to call Vladimir

7            Maslyakov, please.

8                        VLADIMIR MASLYAKOV called

9       THE WITNESS:  Good morning.

10       CHAIRMAN:  Good morning Mr Maslyakov.  Thank you for

11            coming to give evidence to the Tribunal.  We are

12            going to ask witnesses to affirm the truth of their

13            evidence.  Are you willing to do that?

14       THE WITNESS:  Yes.

15       CHAIRMAN:  I am going to -- would you kindly repeat after

16            me:  I do solemnly and sincerely affirm.

17       THE WITNESS:  I do solemnly and sincerely affirm.

18       CHAIRMAN:   That the evidence I shall give.

19       THE WITNESS:  That the evidence I shall give.

20       CHAIRMAN:  Shall be the truth, the whole truth and

21            nothing but the truth?

22       THE WITNESS:   Shall be the truth, the whole truth and

23            nothing but the truth.

24       CHAIRMAN:  Thank you very much, there will be some

25            questions now for you from the lawyers.
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1 11.02               Examination-in-chief by MR SALLON

2       Q.   Mr Maslyakov, can you state your name please?

3       A.   Vladimir Maslyakov.

4       Q.   And your address?

5       A.  

6       Q.   Thank you very much.  Could you first of all

7            identify some signatures.  You made two statements

8            in this case.  The first was on 3 June 2022 and it

9            is at C/063.

10       A.   Yes, I confirm.

11       Q.   And your signature is at C/073 so if we can go down

12            to C/073, I would just like you to look at your

13            signature and identify it as yours.

14       A.   Yes.  Yes, I confirm.

15       Q.   And you made a second statement on 4 July, which we

16            can find at C/128.

17       A.   Yes.

18       Q.   And your signature appears at the bottom of page

19            131.

20       A.   Yes, I confirm that's my signature.

21       Q.   Thank you very much.  Can you confirm that the

22            contents of those two statements are accurate and

23            true?

24       A.   Yes, I confirm.  They are accurate and true.

25       Q.   Thank you very much.  Sir, if I could just address
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1 11.03      the Tribunal for a moment.  There are two or three

2            very short points that our client has instructed us

3            to bring to your attention.  It concerns

4            Mr Maslyakov's relationship with Mr Cefaratti and

5            Dalma and he wants these to be disclosed to you.  We

6            have written to the DFSA sometime ago disclosing

7            this information, but it doesn't appear in any

8            statement.  Could I just ask that we add them now?

9       CHAIRMAN:  Yes, by all means.

10       MR SALLON:  Thank you very much.

11                Can you help us, Mr Maslyakov, when and where

12            you first met Mr Cefaratti?

13       A.   I first met him in 2015, right, and he was a

14            contact -- he was a customer of my previous company,

15            Exante.

16       Q.   Following your departure from Exante in June of

17            2015, when did you next establish contact with

18            Mr Cefaratti?

19       A.   It was during the course of DMC proceedings.

20       Q.   And as a result of that contact, did you provide a

21            witness statement?

22       A.   Yes, correct.

23       Q.   And then a second one?

24       A.   Yes.

25       Q.   Could I also ask you about any interest you may have
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1 11.05      in Dalma or its holding company, BBAC?

2       A.   Yes, in 2021 my holding company, my Dubai holding

3            company, made a small investment in Dalma's holding

4            company, BBAC Limited, which resulted in less than

5            1 per cent of the shares of BBAC Limited.

6       Q.   And so the investment was in what sum?

7       A.   It was $250,000.

8       Q.   Thank you very much.  Apart from that, do you have

9            any other personal or professional or business

10            connection with either Mr Cefaratti or Dalma?

11       A.   No, no.

12       MR SALLON:  Would you like to wait there.  You are going

13            to be asked some questions.

14       THE WITNESS:  Thank you.

15                      Cross-examination by MR TEMPLE

16       Q.   Good morning, Mr Maslyakov.

17       A.   Good morning.

18       Q.   I just want to ask you a few questions about some of

19            the things you say in your witness statement.  Can I

20            just start by checking, you are currently the chief

21            technology officer and founder of what you call a

22            flexible office digital solutions provider.

23       A.   Yes.

24       Q.   Is that right?

25       A.   Yes.
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1 11.07 Q.   And previously you were chief technology officer at

2            Exante?

3       A.   Yes.

4       Q.   So is your background mainly in the software side of

5            trading?

6       A.   Yes, software, but I think I did mention in my

7            witness statement that before that, I was also a

8            trader.  So an algorithmic trader.  That's before

9            Exante I was doing, writing robots, and that's how I

10            became the CTO of Exante.

11       Q.   I see, so you traded using -- you developed some

12            software that automatically traded.  Is that right?

13       A.   Yes, which eventually became the Exante.

14       Q.   I see, I understand.  So is it right that you

15            haven't personally been involved in employing

16            traders?

17       A.   No, I wasn't employing traders, I just was a trader

18            myself.

19       Q.   So when your witness statement talks about Mr Dean's

20            experience, whether he had sufficient experience,

21            that's not from the perspective of someone with

22            experience in trading macroeconomic trends, is it?

23       A.   Yes, it's not -- it's my personal opinion because I

24            was a trader and how I see the .... and because I

25            saw a lot of customers trading in Exante and how I
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1 11.09      evaluate whether they have experience or not.

2            That's my personal opinion.

3       Q.   And in your witness statement you refer to Mr Dean

4            making profits at Elysium as demonstrating he had

5            skill and experience.  Isn't it correct that large

6            profits can be caused by getting lucky on large

7            trades?

8       A.   Yes, it is.  I have seen such cases.

9       Q.   You also refer to Mr Dean's status as a quantitative

10            investment manager as demonstrative of experience.

11            If somebody's job at a fund were to build a shadow

12            accounting system to track trades placed by somebody

13            else that wouldn't show they had the experience to

14            place the trades themselves, would it?

15       A.   Sorry, can you elaborate?  It's just too complicated

16            for me.

17       Q.   Sorry.  Well, Mr Dean says his job at Sulla was to

18            build a shadow accounting system?

19       A.   Yes.

20       Q.   To track actual trades placed by somebody else?

21       A.   Yes.

22       Q.   You understand that?

23       A.   Yes, yes.  So basically you mean that he was just

24            collecting the trades from someone else into some,

25            let's say, trading tables of his or something like
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1 11.10      that, right?

2       Q.   That was part of his job.  So that part of his job

3            wouldn't demonstrate expertise to place trades,

4            would it?

5       A.   Yes and no, because, I mean, in my opinion it

6            doesn't reflect whether he has the necessary skills

7            because, as a trader, and I know it by myself, one

8            of the key features you have always to do is to

9            have -- of course in best case scenario, everything

10            is done by the back office and you don't rely on

11            your own paper trading, so to call it, but I think

12            the good traders, they always have some back office

13            system, some paper trading, and of course they have

14            the skill to do the trades themselves, or probably

15            they don't but this is two separate kind of skills

16            which a good trader should possess, in my opinion.

17       Q.   Can I ask for the document at bundle B, page 137, to

18            be put on the screen, please.  If we could just

19            scroll down a little bit, please, Fatima.  It starts

20            with FX trading limits at top.  I think that's

21            sufficient, thank you.  I am just going to ask you

22            about this, Mr Maslyakov, because you comment on it

23            in your witness statement.  In particular, you

24            comment on the FX options in the second category?

25       A.   Yes, yes.
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1 11.12 Q.   If we could just look at that.  First of all, it

2            says it is plain vanilla FX options.  So is this

3            right, a plain vanilla FX option is an option to buy

4            or sell a particular currency at some point in the

5            future?

6       A.   Yes.

7       Q.   And then it says "Long only".  That means that Mr

8            Dean had the ability to buy an option?

9       A.   Yes.

10       Q.   But not sell an option.  Is that right?

11       A.   Yes.

12       Q.   So to buy an option, one pays a premium; yes?

13       A.   Yes.

14       Q.   So where it says here that Mr Dean could go long

15            only for yearly premiums up to EUR 250,000, then

16            that means that he had the ability to buy a currency

17            at a particular value, doesn't it?

18       A.   Yes.

19       Q.   So if the currency market moves in his favour, he

20            can either settle the trade physically with the

21            currency, or just take a profit.  Is that right?

22       A.   Yes.

23       Q.   And if the currency market moves against him, he

24            will not buy the other currency, so he suffers the

25            loss of the premium that he has paid.  Is that
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1 11.13      right?

2       A.   Yes, yes.

3       Q.   So his exposure to liability, if he stays within

4            these limits, is EUR 250,000?

5       A.   Yes correct, that's how it should work.

6       Q.   I just ask you about that because in your witness

7            statement you say that it could buy exposure of 25

8            million, but that's a notional maximum profit, isn't

9            it?

10       A.   Yes.

11       Q.   It's not a possible loss?

12       A.   Yes.

13       Q.   And so where we have the stop loss limits on this

14            page of 250,000 per month or 500,000 in a year,

15            that's really -- as long as he sticks to those

16            limits, that's the maximum liability, or the maximum

17            exposure for his trades, isn't it?

18       A.   Yes.  Yes, in this particular case, yes.  I'm not

19            sure that I have seen this document during my first

20            witness statement.  That's why -- or maybe I haven't

21            paid attention to long only, because otherwise, of

22            course, I would state that this exposure in case of

23            FX options it's limited, but in case of other

24            instruments, it's not that limited.  Yes, I probably

25            have made this mistake when evaluating maximum risk
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1 11.15      of FX options.

2       Q.   I see, but the stop loss limits apply to everything,

3            don't they?  Maybe that's not a question for you,

4            but if the stop loss limits apply, then they are

5            really the maximum, right?

6       A.   You see, the way that risk management in the

7            Exante's back office system was implemented, that

8            it's really aggregated risk.  We don't look just at

9            trading one particular instrument.  We look at all

10            instruments combined and total risks on when we

11            calculate the risk of particular account, we sum up

12            all the risk of part FX, of FX options, of equities,

13            bonds, whatever a person is trading on his account.

14            In this particular occasion, yes, the risk is

15            limited but on the other instruments I still feel

16            that I was correctly evaluating potential risks.

17            For example, S&P 500 which is 3000 lots and makes

18            about at that time $6 million of potential exposure.

19            So I evaluated the total risk, not the risk of each

20            separate instrument or group of instruments.

21       Q.   And in terms of the lots you mention for the S&P 500

22            CFD contract, in regard to that it depends on which

23            broker, how large the lot is?

24       A.   Yes, it depends on the lot size, but usually it's

25            equal to one S&P contract.
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1 11.16 Q.   So I'm just not clear in your witness statement you

2            say a contract price was over $2000.  I'm just not

3            clear where that comes from.

4       A.   I looked at the price at that point in time how much

5            is in the cost at that point in time.  I mean, it

6            depends, the exposure depends on obviously the price

7            of the instrument.

8       MR TEMPLE:  Thank you, Mr Maslyakov.  I don't have any

9            other questions.

10       THE WITNESS:  Thank you, thank you.

11       CHAIRMAN:  Mr Sallon, do you have any questions arising

12            out of that?

13       MR SALLON:  If I may take instructions on one or two

14            points, if I may?

15       CHAIRMAN:  Yes, please do.

16       MR SALLON:  I will go on mute, thank you.

17                             (After a pause)

18       MR SALLON:  I have some questions in re-examination, if I

19            may?

20       CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

21                       Re-examination by MR SALLON

22       Q.   Can you help us, please, in general terms with the

23            contract size of FX options and, for example,

24            whether they have a size of 100.1 or more.

25       A.   Is it a question for me?
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1 11.20 Q.   Yes.

2       A.   So you mean the size, a typical size of the FX

3            options contract?

4       Q.   Yes.

5       A.   It all depends on the -- because Exante was a DMA

6            broker it all depended on who was providing which

7            exchange providing liquidity, but as far as I

8            remember, it may derive from $10,000 to a $1 million

9            depending on the size of the contract.  So FX

10            options is kind of -- it's usually not an exchange

11            traded contract, but traded by some liquidity

12            provider, usually some bank.

13       Q.   Can you comment or shed light on the question of how

14            much leverage is involved?  Would it be a small

15            degree of leverage or a large degree of leverage?

16       A.   You mean the leverage on the trading account?

17       Q.   Yes.

18       A.   Yes, that's what made Exante pretty -- very, not

19            very much, but in a good way different from other

20            brokers, I would say DMA brokers, is that our

21            leverage depended on the quality of the portfolio

22            that a person was holding.  So that -- so as I said

23            before, we combined all the risks of all the

24            instruments into one account.  So potentially the

25            leverage, if the portfolio is quality enough and
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1 11.22      some assets hedge other assets, like for example

2            like we discussed if a person, against selling

3            option, buys and hedges the risk by buying

4            underlying equity and our risk management saw it, we

5            could provide higher leverage so to say.  But on

6            average I would say that on an average account we

7            started from leverage around 3-5 to 1 and depending

8            on how the risk portfolio was balanced, it can go

9            up, up to 100 to 1, of notional value of traded

10            underlying instruments.

11       Q.   Can you comment on the degree of leverage embedded

12            in an FX option, in general terms?

13       A.   In an FX options, again, if I recall correctly, by

14            default it was 100 to 1.  It was definitely for FX

15            100 to 1, FX options maybe it was less but I can't

16            recall at that time.  But for FX I remember that by

17            default it was on 100 to 1.

18       Q.   Can you help me about this.  When calculating the

19            exposure side of options and estimating $25 million

20            of exposure, was that a correct calculation?

21       A.   So as I said, in this case it depends on which

22            position it was, so long/short, whether it was

23            hedged by the underlying instruments, so the risk

24            management system took all these things into

25            account.  And yes, in case if it was sold without
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1 11.24      hedging, et cetera, et cetera, it could go up to 25

2            million in this case, which by the way means that

3            most likely the average size of contract was

4            $25,000 -- no, yes, 25 --

5       Q.   Sorry, the size of the contract was likely to be,

6            sorry?

7       A.   Let me -- I am trying to calculate in my head.

8            Okay, never mind.  I'm not able to do it in my head

9            now.

10       Q.   All right.  All right.  Well, those are the

11            questions that I have in re-examination.  Thank you

12            very much indeed for coming.  Unless of course the

13            Tribunal has any questions, I should say.

14       CHAIRMAN:  Mr Al Aidarous, do you have any questions for

15            the witness?

16       MR AL AIDAROUS:  No, sir, thank you.

17       CHAIRMAN:  Mr Storey?

18       MR STOREY:  No thank you.

19       CHAIRMAN:  I have no questions either.  Thank you very

20            much for coming and giving your evidence.  We are

21            most grateful to you, Mr Maslyakov.

22       THE WITNESS:  Thank you to the Tribunal.

23       CHAIRMAN:  You can leave us now, thank you.

24                Yes, Mr Sallon?

25       MR SALLON:  I am going to ask Mr Boylan, who is our next
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1 11.25      witness, to connect with us, please.

2                         JON DAVID BOYLAN called

3       THE WITNESS:  Hi good morning, or good afternoon.

4       MR SALLON:  Good morning, Mr Boylan.  You are just about

5            to take an oath and when you have done that I am

6            going to ask you some questions.

7       THE WITNESS:  That's fine, thank you.

8       CHAIRMAN:  Good morning Mr Boylan, are you happy to

9            affirm the truth of your evidence?

10       THE WITNESS:  Yes, I am.

11       CHAIRMAN:  In which case would you kindly repeat after me

12            the following.  I do solemnly and sincerely affirm.

13       THE WITNESS.  I do solemnly and sincerely affirm.

14       CHAIRMAN:  That the evidence I shall give.

15       THE WITNESS:  That the evidence I shall give.

16       CHAIRMAN:  Will be the truth, the whole truth and nothing

17            but the truth.

18       THE WITNESS:  Will be the truth, the whole truth and

19            nothing but the truth.

20       CHAIRMAN:  Thank you very much.  There will be some

21            questions now from the lawyers.

22                     Examination-in-chief by MR SALLON

23       Q.   Mr Boylan, could you give us your full name please?

24       A.   Sure, Jon David Boylan.

25       Q.   And your address?
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1 11.26 A.   

2       Q.   And your occupation?

3       A.   Portfolio manager for Sulla Investments.

4       Q.   You made a witness statement on 2 June of this year,

5            which we find at C/011, which you signed and I'm

6            going to ask you to look at your signature, which is

7            at C/012?

8       A.   Yes, that is correct.

9       Q.   Is that your signature?

10       A.   Yes, it is.

11       Q.   Thank you.  I know you want to add a clarification,

12            but subject to that, which we are going to deal with

13            in a moment -- subject to that, are the contents of

14            your statement accurate and true?

15       A.   Yes.

16       Q.   Right.  The clarification, as I understand it, deals

17            with the difference between trading and executing?

18       A.   That's correct, sir.

19       Q.   And Lyle's responsibility whilst at Sulla.  Is that

20            right?

21       A.   That's correct, yes.

22       Q.   And I think, unless there is any objection to this,

23            the clarification is that there is a nuanced

24            difference between trading and executing?

25       A.   That's correct, sir.
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1 11.28 Q.   And that Lyle wasn't responsible at Sulla for making

2            decisions?

3       A.   That's correct.

4       Q.   Which put the capital of the firm at risk?

5       A.   He, yes, that's correct, he was not responsible.

6       Q.   Rather, he was responsible for executing trades?

7       A.   Correct.

8       Q.   And for programming, developing and developing

9            systems which required his expert knowledge of the

10            financial markets?

11       A.   Correct.

12       Q.   Thank you very much.  Subject to that clarification

13            or addition, is everything else that you have said

14            accurate and true?

15       A.   To the best of my knowledge, I believe so, yes.

16       MR SALLON:  Thank you.  If you would like to wait there,

17            there will be some more questions for you.

18                      Cross-examination by MR TEMPLE

19       Q.   Good morning, Mr Boylan.  I am going to ask you a

20            few questions about your witness statement.  First

21            of all, I would like document B, page 1, to be

22            brought up on the screen so I can ask you about it.

23            Not by you, I should add.  That should happen

24            automatically.  So we have on the screen a CV for Mr

25            Dean.  Do you recognise this as the CV he submitted
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1 11.29      when he applied to Sulla Investments?

2       A.   I can't remember that far back, sir.  I look at

3            hundreds and hundreds of CVs.  So it could -- I

4            can't attest to that at all.

5       Q.   I see.  Well, halfway down this page it has got

6            reference to his experience at Elysium and the

7            reason I ask you about it is because you say in your

8            witness statement that Mr Dean referenced his time

9            at Dalma in his job application for his role with

10            Sulla.  He says this was his CV, so my suggestion, I

11            suppose, is that is it possible that you have mixed

12            up discussions you have had later on about Dalma

13            Capital with what he actually told you at the time?

14       A.   It could be possible, it definitely could be

15            possible.  I don't keep CVs for junior staff.  I

16            don't keep CVs for five years and Lyle left amicably

17            so we didn't keep a lot of his records anyway, we

18            weren't required to, so I can't quite remember.

19            There was a lot of conversation with Lyle in the

20            office so there could have been a mix-up.  I did

21            know about his background from either interviewing

22            him or from discussion with him when we were working

23            together.

24       Q.   Thank you.  That document can be taken down now,

25            thank you.  So you have just said, I think, that you
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1 11.31      had a lot of discussions after Mr Dean started with

2            you.  So did he discuss with you his trading

3            experience before joining Sulla?

4       A.   I can't remember that specifically, but I can

5            specifically remember he had a strong interest when

6            he was working with us to constantly talk about it

7            and he was keen to pick my brain to find out and be

8            further educated because at that time he was

9            interested in trading, so he was very keen.

10       Q.   I see.  Did he want to trade independently at Sulla?

11            Was that his target?

12       A.   I think his task was to get a foothold into the

13            marketplace and then either with us or with someone

14            else to get into a trading role, when he initially

15            joined.

16       Q.   I see, and at that stage did you think he was not

17            suitable for a trading role?

18       A.   No, Lyle's a smart guy.  I hired him for a specific

19            task.  It was like build an application programme

20            interface, via the Bloomberg trading system and

21            various brokers, into our system and to help me

22            execute because we work under a maker/checker kind

23            of execution, where one person makes it, the other

24            person checks it.  So everything has a two-stage

25            release.  So I needed to someone to work with me to
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1 11.32      execute both FX and also ETFs on the market.

2       Q.   Going back to the conversation you had with him and

3            his interest, did he mention Dalma Capital to you?

4       A.   I believe he did, but again, it's a long time ago, a

5            lot has taken place on that time but I believe he

6            did.  He was very keen on FX from what I remember.

7       Q.   Do you remember him mentioning the name of Zachary

8            Cefaratti to you?

9       A.   I can't remember, sir.

10       Q.   Can you remember whether he discussed having

11            experience in trading?

12       A.   Yes, he told me he was trading there and he told me

13            he was trading some FX there at the time.

14       Q.   When you say "there", what do you mean by "there"?

15       A.   At his previous job.

16       Q.   And was that at Dalma as you understood it?

17       A.   As guess as I understood it, but again I didn't pay

18            that much attention to it because I hire a lot of

19            junior people and I don't 100% remember where

20            everyone comes from, sir.

21       Q.   Going back to something you mentioned a moment ago

22            about setting up some systems for you, was it the

23            maker/checker system or part of that system?

24       A.   No, Lyle was responsible for building a few things.

25            One was an application program interface which goes
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1 11.33      into electronic trading via the Bloomberg terminal

2            and then goes via brokers.  That was one aspect of

3            it and another one was something brand new we were

4            building out when Lyle joined and that was called a

5            shadow NAV system.

6       Q.   And the fund that you and he were working on, did

7            that follow a pre strategy?

8       A.   Yes, it's a preset strategy that myself and another

9            colleague had developed ahead of Lyle coming into

10            the firm.

11       Q.   So as I understand it, so each month the trades that

12            occurred on the fund were they to essentially

13            rebalance the fund to track the strategy?

14       A.   That's correct.

15       Q.   And when that rebalancing took place what to trade

16            was effectively told to you and to Mr Dean by a

17            computer program.  Is that right?

18       A.   For the most part, yes.

19       Q.   And so when the rebalancing took place, Mr Dean has

20            said he didn't place the trades himself.  You were

21            always with him to conduct the actual trading.  Is

22            that your memory?

23       A.   I mean, we traded together.  Whether it was a

24            maker/checker, I 100 per cent don't remember, but we

25            both traded together.  Either someone executed the
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1 11.35      FX and the other trades on the system and another

2            person had to check or release them.  So we built an

3            execution file and we released that execution file

4            into the marketplace together and that went off and

5            got executed.  Same thing when we booked the trades,

6            one person has to book them and another person has

7            to release them into the system because of the

8            security protocols.

9       Q.   If I understand that right, does that mean that Mr

10            Dean was never allowed to make trades on his own

11            discretion?

12       A.   That's correct, and neither was I by the way.  It

13            was set up as a two-person operation all the way

14            through.  Sorry, go ahead.  Everything we did was a

15            two-party system.  Everything had to have a

16            two-party release.

17       Q.   And because it was set by the system, or the

18            strategy, there's virtually no discretion involved

19            in what you are going to buy and sell?

20       A.   Correct, and hence, when I wanted to make my

21            statement correction, you know, "trader" is a loose

22            term that's thrown around.  "Execution manager" is a

23            better term for what Lyle was conducting with us.

24       Q.   Okay, thank you.  Could I ask for a document to be

25            put on the screen from bundle C, page 222, please.
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1 11.36      It's paragraphs 33 and 34.  So Mr Boylan, this is

2            from Mr Dean's witness statement.  It's perhaps

3            easiest if you just read 33 and 34.  If you need it

4            to scroll down at any point, do ask and that should

5            happen.

6       A.   If you could scroll down, please.  Yes I remember

7            this incident.

8       Q.   I'm not seeking to embarrass you, and I know it says

9            you apologised for it later, but is this an accurate

10            description of what happened?

11       A.   At a high level, yes, but there's nuanced details

12            and it was not directly related to Lyle.  It was

13            between myself and the CEO and it was in the first

14            iteration of the shadow NAV system, which was quite

15            complex to put together.  I've only worked with Lyle

16            for a month at this stage, I will add that on to it

17            as well.  So it was our first iteration of a shadow

18            NAV system and it didn't quite work on the foreign

19            exchange methodology.  It wasn't the system that had

20            a problem, it was how we booked the trades that had

21            a problem with our administrator.  At the time I

22            didn't know it, since it was the first month of

23            operation.  So the fault really lies with myself.

24       Q.   Okay, but I suggest that at about this stage you

25            wouldn't have allowed Mr Dean to trade independently
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1 11.38      on Sulla's funds, would you?

2       A.   No, and he didn't, and this incident is -- a shadow

3            NAV system is a system that looks against your

4            administrator to police your administrator.  So you

5            kind of run an independent NAV versus theirs and you

6            want to compare yourself at the end of the month.

7            The component in question was the FX hedge which was

8            an overlay, which is difficult to calculate and kind

9            of run on top of a fund.  This is the first month of

10            operation, full month of operations, so how you book

11            the trades with your administrator custodial -- I

12            found out afterwards -- is a very key consideration

13            and how we booked the trades had made a NAV mismatch

14            between the allocation of a couple of different

15            share classes and the share classes, they were hedge

16            properly, but they weren't attributed P&L-wise and

17            it showed up like a pretty wide deviation to it and

18            it was the first one so there was a little bit of

19            tension as to why we had missed it.  This was

20            between me and the this co-CEO.  Lyle had nothing to

21            do with it.

22       Q.   We can take that down now.  I just want to ask a

23            couple of broad questions.  As I understand it,

24            Sulla's fund relied on quantitative trading models?

25       A.   That's correct.
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1 11.39 Q.   Is that quite different from a trader who places

2            trades on commodities based on macroeconomic

3            analysis?

4       A.   That's kind of a really wide open question.  So I

5            mean, yeah, it's a big interpretation.  I mean, I

6            wouldn't say it's -- it's a quantitative fund that

7            has followed a methodology and the methodology was

8            say a macro overlay on it.  So basically, it looked

9            at the environment of where the world was and took

10            scores during the course of the month of certain

11            economic indicators that were accumulated via the

12            Bloomberg terminal.  And at the end of the period,

13            it would spit out like a suggestion to it and the

14            suggestion one based on inflation, growth and other

15            variables and on the back of those variables there

16            was predetermined portfolios that we would go into.

17            The partners that I worked for had been pretty

18            successful in life and this was kind of like a

19            passive, long only portfolio that had kind of a risk

20            overlay on to it to try and control the risk for

21            them.  They weren't interested in taking a lot of

22            risk, they wanted to keep the risk profile kind of

23            at a constant state so this overlay was keeping them

24            at a constant state.  As the markets got more

25            riskier, they diversified, or reversified/
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1 11.41      diversified back and forth depending on whatever the

2            macro symbol was doing.  It was very plain vanilla,

3            but it kept them out of harm's way while we were

4            running it, if that helps you answer that question.

5       Q.   Yes, thank you that's helpful.  In terms of the

6            fluctuation you would expect to see in a fund that's

7            minimising risk, if your fund moved 10 per cent in a

8            month, would that have been indicative of something

9            other than minimising risk?

10       A.   Oh, we never moved 10 per cent.  It would be more

11            like 6 or 7 per cent in a year rather than a month,

12            right, so it would be something like that.  I think

13            the largest deviation we might have had would be on

14            a month where there was, the UK with the Brexit

15            referendum might be a month where the markets had a

16            big move or something like that or the start of the

17            COVID pandemic where you might lose 3 or 4 per cent

18            in a month, or something like that.  But overall it

19            never lost, it had 6 per cent standard deviation.

20            It was a very low risk.

21       MR TEMPLE:  Thank you Mr Boylan, I don't have any other

22            questions.

23       CHAIRMAN:  Mr Sallon?

24                       Re-examination by MR SALLON

25       Q.   Yes, please.  You told my learned friend, Mr Temple,
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1 11.42      that -- you were asked whether Mr Dean discussed his

2            trading experience before he joined Sulla.  That's

3            to say at the interview stage, but that -- and you

4            said certainly he discussed it when you were with

5            him subsequently.  Would he have been asked about

6            his ability to trade in the course of an interview?

7            Coming from the background that he did.

8       A.   I think he what he would have been asked is his

9            financial literacy, his financial experience and his

10            knowledge of how to build certain systems with a

11            trader's knowledge so to say.  He had all that so

12            you could definitely tell he had some experience,

13            because if he didn't know how to use the Bloomberg

14            system, there's no way he could have built the

15            application program interface to work there.  So he

16            had to have some either execution or trader's

17            experience to understand the terminology when it

18            came.  You can't just pick this up by reading it in

19            a book.

20       Q.   You placed him in a job with a very defined role, in

21            which he wasn't trading independently, but were you

22            able to form a judgment based on what he told you

23            about his previous experience as to whether he was

24            bright enough and able enough to trade independently

25            if permitted?
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1 11.44 A.   Yes, Lyle was a smart guy.  He went to Imperial

2            University, he had an engineering degree.  That's

3            part of what piqued my interest.  He had tons of

4            knowledge of the markets.  He was always keen to get

5            on the Bloomberg system and look at things and talk

6            about the marketplace.  He's like any other young 23

7            year old who wanted to do something, he studied up

8            on it, he read, he loved to discuss it, so he had

9            some knowledge behind him.  Otherwise he couldn't

10            have done what we asked him to do because he would

11            have had to acquire that knowledge from somewhere.

12            You can't just read about the knowledge he had to

13            build the system if he hadn't done some.  So he

14            definitely had some knowledge.

15       Q.   Lastly, let me ask you this in terms of the overall

16            asset value of Sulla, can you give us an indication

17            at that time of the size of its overall asset value?

18       A.   Probably I would say at the time was probably about

19            50 million USD, it was more used as kind of a slush

20            fund for the partners when they sold, primarily

21            partners invest in venture capital, private equity

22            type deals.  When they had excess capital they would

23            flush it into the system and use it as a holding

24            place until they wanted to push money elsewhere.  So

25            I would say on average around 50 million USD was the
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1 11.45      size of the fund, so it was not large and it was a

2            family office so it was not like a big institution

3            at all.

4       MR SALLON:  Thank you very much indeed.  I have no

5            further questions, sir, unless you have?

6       CHAIRMAN:  Mr Al Aidarous do you have any questions?

7       MR AL AIDAROUS:  No, sir, thank you.

8       CHAIRMAN:  Mr Storey?

9       MR STOREY:  No, that was very helpful, no questions from

10            me.

11       CHAIRMAN:  I have no questions.  It was extremely

12            helpful.  Thank you Mr Boylan for sparing the time

13            to assist the Tribunal with your evidence.  Thank

14            you.

15       THE WITNESS:  Thank you.

16       CHAIRMAN:  Mr Sallon?

17       MR SALLON:  That concludes the oral evidence which we

18            wish to call.

19                              Housekeeping

20       CHAIRMAN:  In that case, we have finished the evidence.

21            We need to consider where to go from here.  What I

22            suggest we do is have a break in a moment so that my

23            colleagues and I can consider what we would like the

24            next steps to be.

25                Before we do that, if either or both of you
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1 11.46      would like to tell us how you would like it to go

2            from here, we will bear that in mind when we have

3            that discussion.  So will you both fire away as and

4            when you are ready?

5       MR SALLON:  Sir, there is the question of the timetable.

6            In particular, the timing for the lodging of any

7            final submissions.  That's a matter which Mr Temple

8            and I are in discussion about.  I would appreciate

9            the opportunity during the break to telephone him.

10            We have discussed my proposals and, to some extent,

11            his and I would just like to iron those out before I

12            raise them before you.

13       CHAIRMAN:  Mr Temple are you going to take the call.

14       MR TEMPLE:  I am perfectly willing to speak to Mr Sallon,

15            or not, whatever the Tribunal finds most helpful.

16       CHAIRMAN:  How long would you like?

17       MR SALLON:  I think about 10-15 minutes, sir.

18       CHAIRMAN:  I suggest that we break, it is now effectively

19            8.50.  Let's resume at 9.20.  For our part, I can't

20            anticipate what my colleagues will want, but I

21            suspect that where we are is that we would like to

22            have some written closings submissions.  We would

23            like those to be brief, or relatively brief.  In a

24            case like this, perhaps unusually in this sector,

25            it's more about what one makes of the witnesses than
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1 11.48      in many other cases.  We would like those to be

2            relatively brief, not to repeat what's already in

3            the opening submissions, and to be relatively

4            informal, if that saves time.

5                We would also like -- and I appreciate the

6            pressures on counsel, although they are becoming a

7            distant memory for me.  I appreciate the pressures

8            on counsel, but we do need to get on with this in

9            the sense that in a case where what we make of the

10            witnesses is important, the sooner we make a

11            decision while things are fresh in our mind, the

12            better, so you may find some pressure from us to

13            shorten whatever timetable we agreed between us.

14       MR SALLON:  Sorry, sir.

15       CHAIRMAN:  Yes, go on.

16       MR SALLON:  We've been discussing, I have been discussing

17            with Mr Temple, a personal matter which I don't

18            particularly want to ventilate in this particular

19            format.

20       CHAIRMAN:  Please don't.

21       MR SALLON:  I am very happy to address you or the three

22            members of the Tribunal, as it were, privately to

23            explain the situation, but that's what Mr Temple and

24            I have been discussing.

25       CHAIRMAN:  I won't pry into that.
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1 11.50 MR SALLON:  I am happy for you to know, but not over the

2            airwaves, as it were.

3       CHAIRMAN:  I quite understand.

4       MR SALLON:  I am going to have a word with Mr Temple.  It

5            does affect what you just said and it bears on that.

6            Perhaps we will be able to resume at the time you

7            specified with an agreement.  Otherwise I am going

8            to ask if I can, as it were, come into your room and

9            see you.

10       CHAIRMAN:  Yes sure, of course.  So we will break now and

11            start again at 9.20 and my colleagues and I will

12            have a discussion.

13       (11.50 am)

14                                (Break)

15       (12.58 pm)

16       CHAIRMAN:  Mr Sallon, are we in private?

17       MR SALLON:  I didn't realise that we were.  Mr Temple is

18            here.

19       CHAIRMAN:  That is fine.  I was just looking at the

20            screen and you mentioned wanting to speak to us

21            privately, which probably isn't necessary.

22       MR SALLON:  If it becomes necessary, then I am going to

23            ask for that facility to be provided.  Mr Temple and

24            I have spoken and I have explained the nature of the

25            difficulty, my personal difficulty.  I don't know, I
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1 12.19      assume he has taken instructions but he is, if I may

2            put it this way, sympathetic.

3                It is our agreed position, obviously subject to

4            your views, that closing submissions should be

5            simultaneous and lodged with you within three weeks.

6            That is to say, by 7 October.  I am wholly content

7            to explain why to you so that you are --

8       CHAIRMAN:  I am sure, if it is a personal reason, it is a

9            very good personal reason and I don't think it is

10            appropriate to press you to disclose what it is.

11            You have disclosed to it Mr Temple and that is quite

12            sufficient.  The only.

13       MR AL AIDAROUS:  Mr David, Mr Sayed is raising his hand.

14            And we have a technical problem possibly.

15       CHAIRMAN:  Who?

16       MR AL AIDAROUS:  The Lloyd Michaux people.

17       CHAIRMAN:  Muhammad, have you got some problem?

18       OPERATOR:  Yes, sir, sorry.  Actually, we didn't turn on

19            the recording yet so I was waiting for Mr Al

20            Aidarous so that is what I need to confirm.  Are we

21            on record so I will turn on.

22       CHAIRMAN:  Yes, please, could you turn on the machine.

23       OPERATOR:  Thank you, sir.  Apologies for disturbing you.

24       CHAIRMAN:  That's all right.

25       OPERATOR:  Thank you, sir.
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1 12.21 CHAIRMAN:  Where I think we had got to was that Mr Sallon

2            was explaining that he is not able to undertake to

3            produce his closing submissions until three weeks

4            from today and Mr Temple, I think, doesn't oppose

5            that but he hasn't said his piece yet.  Mr Temple,

6            what is your position?

7       MR TEMPLE:  Sir, yes, you put that quite rightly.  We

8            don't oppose it.  We are sympathetic to Mr Sallon.

9            We heard what you had to say about short submissions

10            and we will bear that in mind.

11       CHAIRMAN:  Can I just make a couple of points, and that

12            is this.  First, if that is the best you can do, it

13            is the best that you can do and we have to put up

14            with it.  However, the closing submissions in this

15            sort of case, once upon a time, would have been made

16            at the end of the evidence because it is essentially

17            a question of inviting us to take particular views

18            of a comparatively small number of witnesses.

19                What concerns us is loss of recollection, but I

20            suppose over three weeks it will come back.  But the

21            other thing is delay.  We don't want the parties

22            blaming us for delays.  I am going to point out that

23            three weeks will then bring us -- we have got a

24            number of other cases coming up, two further cases

25            coming up over the next couple of months on this
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1 12.22      alone, quite apart from other work.  So the result

2            of that may be that it may be some time before we

3            are able to produce our decision.

4                But I think, unless one of my colleagues

5            objects, we have to accept that the 21 days is the

6            best you can do and if it is the best you can do,

7            fair enough.

8                Can I just raise a couple of points that

9            occurred to me towards the end of the evidence this

10            morning.  The first one is the question of the, as

11            it were, experience and capability of Mr Dean, which

12            arises as we understand it, under a provision, a

13            pretty general position about capability.  As we

14            understand it, it is in general terms.  As we

15            understand it there is no requirement that a person

16            in that position has to have a certain number of 'A'

17            levels, or whatever.  So far as we are aware there

18            is no code of practice or anything like that

19            indicating what is required.  It follows, therefore

20            that it is a general obligation.  The evidence in

21            relation to that general obligation is for the DFSA

22            to produce, as I understand it, that evidence

23            consists of the opinion of Mr Allsop and the opinion

24            of Mr Dean, which ex hypothesi on the DFSA case, is

25            a person of limited experience and capability.
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1 12.24          Accordingly, we are not quite clear upon what

2            basis the DFSA prosecutes its case under that head.

3            So a brief elucidation in the closing submissions

4            will be welcome.

5                Just one point for, as it were, the applicants.

6            That relates to the submissions about the existence

7            of a contract.  Perhaps as a result of being

8            confined and limited by too many years in the

9            Commercial Court, I have some difficulty at the

10            moment in seeing how a contract with Dalma to carry

11            out, what I will call activity because of the

12            controversy of the trades, I find it difficult to

13            understand how there can be a contract with Dalma by

14            which these people are transferred when the issue is

15            not -- raising the issue of whether or not a

16            contractual commitment has come into force,

17            notwithstanding the lack of completion of the

18            documents, against the background where there is

19            clearly and plainly a contract with their current

20            employers which continues throughout the life of

21            this controversy, involves apparently the fulfilment

22            of the employer of his obligations under those

23            contracts and, indeed, come June, is formally

24            terminated with a degree of acrimony.  That is a

25            point for the applicants to consider.
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1 12.27          Unless either of you want to raise anything

2            else, we take this opportunity to thank you both

3            very much for your considerable help over the last

4            few days and to thank the parties and the witnesses

5            for their participation.

6                Is there anything that either of you wish to

7            raise at this point?

8       MR TEMPLE:  Sir, there is one brief point.  Just to make

9            sure it is addressed and not just assumed by all one

10            way or another.  That is the position after the

11            written closing as to whether there would be a

12            further hearing.  From our part, we are not

13            expecting one, but we didn't want it to be left

14            until 21 days hence for that to be raised.

15       CHAIRMAN:  It is possible but unlikely that, having

16            received your written submissions, we find ourselves

17            scratching our heads and requiring you to explain

18            them or develop them over Zoom or something.  I

19            think that is pretty unlikely.  The only other issue

20            is, if and when we come to the question of penalty,

21            as I say, we can't even consider that unless we

22            first establish that there should be a penalty and,

23            secondly, know, as it were, why having reached

24            findings on the main issue.  Again it is unlikely

25            that we will need to trouble you, but it is
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1 12.28      possible, I suppose, that evidence in relation to

2            that might be needed.  If so, we can no doubt

3            arrange to have that by Zoom.  Nice though it would

4            be to see you, we are not expecting to speak to you

5            again.

6                Mr Sallon, anything to raise?

7       MR SALLON:  If it transpires that there are not to be, or

8            not anticipated to be, further oral submissions on

9            Zoom, will you permit any further written

10            representations on penalty to be submitted if

11            necessary?

12       CHAIRMAN:  Oh yes.  What we would do is we will produce a

13            decision on liability and if there is any liability,

14            we will then ask you to make brief submissions on

15            penalty.

16       MR SALLON:  Thank you very much.

17       CHAIRMAN:  Do my colleagues have anything else?

18       MR STOREY:  Nothing else from me, thank you.

19       MR AL AIDAROUS:  Nothing from my side.

20       CHAIRMAN:  We stop now and look forward to receiving your

21            simultaneous representations three weeks today.

22                Thank you all very much indeed and finally

23            thank you to Muhammad and to Fatima.

24       (12.29 pm)

25                         (The hearing concluded)
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